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well as south of the Taurus ; a region still unexplored, but
known from Assyrian and earlier Egyptian references to
have been prosperous and civilized, and a region where
Aegean and Anatolian influence met and crossed.
The filling in of the gaps in all this, and the working out
of a more than tentative chronology, are yet to do ; but on
the Greek finds it can be said with certainty that the foreign
influence that must be postulated is not Phoenician ; Greeks
apparently had too much taste to take that stuff, even if
ivory came over in Phoenician ships to be worked on the
spot. The common influence at Sparta, Ephesos, and
Nimrud is therefore probably Anatolian, and the finest
products of this early branch of Greek art date certainly to
the latter part of the Dark Age, whatever the exact dates
may be—whether the finest examples should be placed
before the beginning of the eighth century or near ,its end.
An interesting by-product of this communication between
ninth and eighth century Ephesos and Sparta (and perhaps
other parts of Ionia and the Peloponnese) was its effect on
local fashions in brooches. Found in early Iron-Age burials
in Illyria and far into central Europe is the type known as
the " spectacle-fibula ", in which two flat spirals of wire,
originally formed in order to give the safety-pin a strong
spring at each end, have becomes exaggerated and are used
as decorative motifs. Brooches also occur with four spirals,
or six. The type came into Greece presumably with early
Iron-Age invaders from the north-west, and accordingly it
is not surprising to find that it was the national style of
brooch for men and women at Sparta.1 (It would not,
however, be correct to describe it as the national style of
Dorians generally ; similar brooches are found throughout
Greece. They certainly are common in parts of the conquest
area of central Greece where a quasi-Dorian dialect was
spoken—Phokis, Boiotia, Lokris.    Several have also been
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1 All that follows, from Blirikenberg, Fibules Grecques et Orientates. It is
not possible to give page-references, since the material is there arranged on
a typological scheme, iund must be extracted and re-grouped geographically
for our purpose. - ";
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